
George W. Veditz
fter research-
ing, editing and
writing on the
extraordinary

quality of leadership and
characters of the first
six NAD presidents, it
seems a surfeit of riches
to find another one,
George William Yeditz,
who also belongs to this
elite cornpany. Born in
Baltimore, Maryland, he
became deaf at the age of
eight from scarlet fever.
In his autobiography,
he relates that he and
a chum had between them two dimes and decided to
spend one dime on a bunch of green apples, not merely
green but astringent as unripe persimmons, and
another dime on pineapples. Slaking their thirst, they
drank water from one of the pumps that was located
at frequent Baltimore street corners. Both boys
became violently sick and Veditz hurried home, dashed
into his house and groaned "Oh, mother I am sick."

Those words, Veditz said, were the last ones he
ever heard himself speak. Ever afterwards, he had
a profound aversion for pineapples in any form and
glowers at the sight of green apples. He emphasized
his deafness by stating he is deaf, not hard of hearing,
but d-e-a-f, stone deaf, a deafness that only the legend-
ary trumpet of the legendary Gabriel will ever pen-
etrate.l Veditz had a colorful way of describing ileaf
people. He said they were "F'acing not a theory but a
condition, for they are first, last and all of the time
people of the eye."

Born: August t3, r86t

Died, March n, tg37
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Early Years
Born to German immigrants, Veditz was enrolled
in a private German school when he was five. Mrs.
Veditz stated that he spoke "low Platt" in the home,
English out on the street with his playmates and
pure German in the school. After becoming deaf,
he tried to go back to public school, found himself
promoted to a full class with a new set of classmates.
Everything seemed strange and he was not fooled by
the commiserating glances sent his way. After one
day he never went back. His mother tried to teach
him lipreading, but he found himself a hopeless
dullard in this area and said that they might as well
teach him to flR flapping his arms by way of wings.

F'ortunatelR his parents employed a private tutor,
the Reverenil Dr. Adolph Leopold Mende, a member
of the faculty of Baltimore City College. Veditz
described him as the most learned man he ever knew,
knowing something about everything and everything
about something. He had a profound influence on
Veditz, helping him acquire the invaluable habit of
reading, from Shakespeare to Schiller and Lessing-
in German- "rather indigestible mental pablum for
a boy of eleven and twelve." However, to offset these
there were the fairy tales of Grimm and Anderson.2

Someone gave his parents a copy of the 1871,

report of the Maryland Institution of the Deaf and
Dumb and it was decided that is where he should
go. He entered the school in F'rederick in 1875 with
the avowed purpose of becoming a shoemaker. He
learned this trade for just one year then turned to
printing. In his former public school, he was first in
a class of 56. At the Maryland School he was soon
recognized as an extremely brilliant and talented
young student; so advanced in his school work that
at the age offourteen, and for four years thereafter,
he clid all the bookkeeping and accounting of the
school and served as the principal's secretary.

Veditz was the valedictorian of the first class to
graduate from the Maryland School in 1878, and
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in the fall of r88o he entered the Freshman class of
Gallaudet College, skipping the preparatory class
(a pre-college program at that time), only the third
student to do so. Veditz credits this College for all
that he later became, due to his association in four
years with what was the cream of the American
deaf. He held the highest scholarship record known
to that date, 98.9, for the four years he was in the
College. After graduation from Gallaudet College, he
was invited by President Tishman of Johns Hopkins
University to take a postgraduate course for a Ph.D.,
but had to decline because of his need to start develop-
ing financial stability. His employment career thus
began, naturally, as a teacher at the Maryland School.

Wide Range of lnterests
There was probably none like him in range of
interests and activities, in identification with and
output of the printed word, in aggressive, if not,
rambunctious leadership roles. The appellation of

"genius" can easily be applied to him. The variety of
his interests and work staggers the mind. It was as if
he wanted to live the fullest way possible, as if he did
not want to waste a minute of each hour in each day.

In range of interests and activities, Dr. Mervin
Garretson, who was a student at the Colorado
School for the Deaf where Veditz once taught,
pointed out in each of his two columns in the May,
rg5r and JulS r95r issues of the Silent Worker:

There was hardly a field of endeavor that
did not hold some attraction, however slight

... we'll begin with poultry raising ... an
interest for these unglamorous bipeds ...
culminated in the largest combined poultry
and pigeon plant in Colorado. ... In one of his
feature articles in the prestigious Country
Gentleman, he was referred to as one of
the best known poultry experts in Western
United States. Upon his retirement he was
made an honorary officer of every poultry
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association in the state of Colorado ... other
fields included those of education and
bookkeeping ... taught school for a total of
tZ years) beginning at the Maryland School
and completing the bulk of his teaching at
the Colorado School ... then the insatiable
mind turned to flowers and their role in the
development of life's beauties in Colorado ...
became a recognized authority in Colorado
floriculture circles, especially in squab
culture, dahlias anil glatlioli. Both he and
his helpmate, Mrs. Bessie Veditz, carried
most of the floral blue ribbons at every state
fair they entered exhibits ... was the only
deaf person holding a sequence of offices
in local, state, and national organizations
interested in flower growing....

And then there is the game of chess. Garretson
labels him the greatest chess player in deafdom. In
rgrg, he played a grandmaster, F'rank J. Marshall,
American chess champion. Out of 5r chess amateurs
to play the champion at Colorado Springs, Veditz was

the only one to defeat the master chess player.lnrg:rT,
in the last chess game he was known to have played,
Veditz came near to a draw with Jose Capablanca,
world's chess champion and one of the strongest
chess movers the world has ever known. Veditz had
two pawns to Capablanca's three toward the finale,
and after six hours of play, lost in a moment of
miscalculation.

As if he was not busy enough in the affairs of
the deaf in his lifetime, he was secretary/treasurer
of Pike's Peak Poultry Association and Colorado
Springs Chess Club, whose tourneys he always won.

Writing Output
In terms of the printed word, Veditz's vocabulary
range and command of the English language was
nothing short of phenomenal. F'or example, in his
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autobiography he described his schooling as having
acquired the proper spelling of cat, dog, rat and
other samples of "sesquipedalian" verbiage. When
he got into politics, he considered himself a target
of a "political pasquinade." His article on "The
Relative Value of Sight and Hearing" printed in
the March, rg37 American Annals of the Deafwas a
scholarly treatise with a strong logical denouement
on why he felt deafness was preferable to blindness.

He was editor of the Western Poultry World
and as a result succeeded in bringing the rgrr
convention of the American Poultry Association to
Denver, where he lived at that time. He was associ-
ate editor of the American Pigeon Journal, and
in rgr5 was selected by Colorado chicken-raisers
to be the state's delegate to the national poultry
convention at Atlantic City. He was a frequent con-
tributor to the "Open Parliament" column of the
Colorado Springs Gazette. To top it oft in the field
of deafness, he has been on the editorial staff of the
Maryland Bulletin, t}ne Colorado Inder, the National
Erponent, Once a Week, t}r,e Deaf American, the
Optimist, the Silent Courier, and the Jewish Deaf

Garretson mentioned that "anything he under-
took to achieve with any degree of enthusiasm at
all, received his fullest efforts. Each facet ofthe
subject was explored, contemplated, analyzed,
added-and-subtracted and often discoursed upon
in long brilliant articles ... Dr. Bjorlee, superinten-
dent of the Maryland School for the Deaf at that
time relates that he never ceased to marvel at the
profundity ofthe observations, the deep reservoir
of knowledge, the rare expressive talent and the
all around versatility of George W. Veditz."

Garretson goes on to state "When really
aroused his was a vitriolic and scornful pen, a
Lincoln Steffens type of muckracking for those
individuals he felt were insincere." It was a time
when deaf people were struggling to maintain
their language and cultural identity, a time
when sign language was attacked not only by
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Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone,
but by various professional organizations.

Veditz lashed back, condemned the attempt to
force deaf children to stop using sign language
as ttwickedness" and "evil" and charged that Bell
came "in the guise of a friend and, therefore, the
most to be feared enemy of the American deaf, past
and present." Veditz considered sign language "the
noblest gift Gocl has given to deaf people" and
heaped scorn on those who disagreed. He consid-
ered them '1A. new race of pharaohs that knew not
Joseph (who) are taking over the land and many of
our American schools. They proclaim that signs
are worthless and of no help to the deaf. Enemies
of sign language- they are enemies of the true
welfare of the deaf."3 His acerbity can be seen
in the following quote of his: "If oral magicians
who yank educational rabbits out of silk hats and
pearls of speech out of the mouths of those who
have never heard, choke over it, why bless them!"4

Taking an assertive and aggressive stance, Veditz
argued his case in letters to school administrators, in
newspaper articles, and in the deaf press. Not only
did he urge people to recognize the importance of
sign language, but antedating modern day research
findings that back him up, he insisted that deaf
children should be allowed to use sign language
first, then be taught lipreading and speech. Veditz
reasoned that this would be effective pointing out
that deaf children of deaf parents) who acquired
sign language as their first language "made remark-
ably efficient articulators and lipreaders." He was
especially scathing in his criticism of those deaf
people who diil not acknowledge their preference
for sign language. Broad in his perspective and
vision, he admonished the NAD to send representa-
tives to the meetings of such organizations like the
American Association to Promote the Teaching
of Speech, the Otological and Laryngological
Society and the National Education Society.s
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Defense of Sign Language
Veditz cherished sign language so much that he
was fearful it would be pushed out or become less
sophisticated because the oral philosophy was
spreading throughout the land. In his lecture
entitled "Preservation of the Sign Languager,, he
tried to stir and arouse deaf people, recalling
the tale of the Abb6 de l'Ep6e's achievement:

.. .The E rench deaf people loved l,Ep6e . . .

They loved him because he was their first
teacher, but they loved him more for being
the father and inventor of their beautiful
sign language ... For the last thirty-three
years, the French deaf people have watched
with tear-filled eye this beautiful language
of signs snatched away from their schooli

... their teachers have cast them aside and
refused to listen to their pleas ... people
who think they know all about educating
the deaf but know nothing about their
thoughts and souls, their feelings, desires,
and needs. It is like this in Germany
also ... The German Deaf people and the
F'rench Deaf people look up at us American
Deaf people with eyes of jealousy. They
look upon us Americans as a jailed man
chained at the ankles might look upon a
man free to wander at will ... And they
admit that this superiority can be credited
to what? ... to one thing: that we permit
the use of signs in our schools. The French
Deaf people base their inferiority on one
thing: the fact that oralism must be taught
in their schools ... They have eliminated
fingerspelling. They have eliminated sign ....6

Padden and Humphries in their book, Deaf
in America: Vaices of a Culturer-noted that sign
language was there before de l'Ep6e came up-on the
scene) that the picture Veditz paints of the situation
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of deaf Europeans is unnecessarily harsh' and that

he exaggerates the contrast between Europe and 
.

America. Although signs were prohibited in schools

for the deaf in *-ut'y E"opean countries' they - ^

,i*piy moved out into the-private area and the deaf

corn'mrrnities clict not disiniegrate as evidenced by

ih" 
"orrtir.red 

presence of deaf clubs' Padden and

Humphries state that through "a skillful weaving

oipo*"rfrl symbols, Veilitz guitles the viewer from

the image ,f rfr" g;a *ottaittt'" Abb6 de I'l1p6e'

*tt"r" ,igt 
".I 

lu,,["age is icteally integrated into

the comirunity of Deaf people, to a more sinister

world where the "cruel-Ii"uit"d" have "snatched"

their language away from DeaJ people, t|"y ,:u",
only fall into despair, "chained at the ankles ""----'Th" 

po*"rl"r's,'"ss of the European deaf people

aEainst tLe sweeping changes that faced them as a

'E*ii"f tfre r88o M"ilan Eilict, frightened Y:-dft'
and he genuinely felt sign language would fall into

Jir."p"i" o, be"'om" lesls sophi"sticatecl' He convinced

the NAD to set uP a motioi picture fund to film and

;;;;;" sign lanluage' Naturally, Vectitz was a die-

iru.il ptopor"r,t oT thI combined system as evident

in his lectures and articles on the combined method

of instruction. He even drafted a resolution endors-

i"ftfr" combined system^at the WorIiI Congress of

thE Deaf in Chicago in 1895, proudly remarking

it was America's eitry into international affairs'

NAD Activities
Elected NAD president at the seventh NAD
Convention in'St. Louis, Missouri, Veditz ll:"i lh"
issues mentioned by Bert Shaposka in his NAD Story:

During the Louisiana Purchase Exposition
at St. Louis in rgo4n, the seventh convention

was much conce""'ed with education of the

deaf. It proposed to intervene with efforts by

stute le g-itluture s in C alifornia' \Mashington'

antl Wisconsin to abolish state schools

for the deaf. In Germany, the heartland
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of oralism since tTSlrwhere Heincke was

held in revered memory, only two out of
Sorooo deaf oralists had a college education

according to one report. The NAD praised

the public relations techniques of its oral
counterparts and, determined to improve
its own methods, prepared a circular
of general information for distribution
to iducators, legislators, parents, and

interested individuals in all walks of life'
Resolutions supported the expansion of
vocational programs and the establishment
of schools for the colored deaf ""

The fact that the three aforementioned state

residential schools did not close is a tribute to

NAD's proactive stance with Veditz at the helm'
At th" eighth NAD Convention helil in Norfolk,

Virginia in tf,oTrVeditz was re-elected for a second

terir- each term ran for three years' He was the

first president to be elected for a second term' Bert
Shaposka in his NAD Story stated, "At this time
NAb fountl itself in the unusual position of fighting
against the possible prohibition of intermarriage

"i"ong 
the deaf. A committee on eugenics, headed

by Al&ancler Graham Bell, the father of oralism

in America, was apparently enchanted with the

persistent iilusion that deafness was a serious heredi-

iary problem. Significant resolutions encouraged

thofrAO to set up a $roo,ooo endowment fund
and appoint a committee that would meet with the

Civil 
-Service 

Commission regarding discrimination
against the deaf."

Because of the continued effort to suppress

sign language, a motion pictu,r-e 
-committee 

of

th; NAD was formed during Veditz' administra-
tion. The sum of $5,ooo, a large sum in those

days, was raised in shorl order, and-filming of the

old masters of sign began. The NAD provided
for posterity p."ier.tations in sign-lang-uage by

Ettiaril Mi"", Gallaudet, John Hotchkiss, Edward
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Allen Fay, George W. Veditz, Robert McGregor,
and other old masters. These films have been
videotaped and are available for viewing at the 

^
Edward Miner Library at Gallaudet University.s

We are indebted to Veditz and his NAD admin-
istration for the priceless collection on film showing
the effortless, flowing, impressive and beautiful ren-
dition of anecdotes and stories in sign language by
the old masters who, indeed, were models in the way
the power and glory of sign language could be seen.

Politics
Although he hail a variety of interests, the welfare
of deaf people remained uppermost on his mind. It
was difficult for deafpeople to secure federal goYern-
ment employment because they were, believe it or
not, classified with the criminal, and the insane in
civil service regulations. During his second term as

NAD president and while he was editor of the Deaf
American, he immediately Iaunched a campaign
against classifying the deaf in such a category'

With Olof Hanson and other deaf community
leaders, Veditz protested this discrimination to
President Theodore Roosevelt. In response, Roosevelt
asked the Civil Service Commission to explain
their decision. The response of the Commission was
simply unbelievable, especially in the light of the
present ilay enlightened approach. According to the
Commission, permitting deaf people to take the
examination would not be fair to them ... because
few passed, and ... because a small number of those
who did pass actually received appointments to
government positions which ttresulted in a constant
complaint from persons thus rejected, as they
regarded it as a grievance that, although they hail
passed the test for eligibility, they were rejected after
having gone to the trouble and expense of exami-
nation." IJnfortunatelR this classic bureaucratic
gobbleclegook swayed President Roosevelt and he

ipproo"dlhe Commission's prejudiced decision.e
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Veditz continued to pressure William Howard
Taft, Wilham Jennings Bryan and others for a state-
ment in this matter. In his autobiographp Veditz
relates that he believed he was the only American deaf-
mute ever given a personal interview by appointment

,rf)
ftLa-.* f ,o* W7 <rt--"^r-r

by any president
of the United
States (Woodrow
Wilson) and the
only one to bear
a direct, written
message from
such a president
to any convention
of the cleaf held
in America.lo
The handwritten
message from
Wilson carried a
promise that he
would do what
he could to see

that the deaf
were properly
represented in
government
matters. After
limitecl progress
had been made

f*e" *T **4t
&; d,r,**; ffi O4 ""'.1:

in those government positions opened to them,
Veditz urged deaf people to take advantage and thus
drive a wedge to open still more opportunities.

As if this dynamic man's involvement in a variety
of enterprises and civic affairs were not enough,
he also founded the Maryland School for the Deaf
Alumni Association, the Gallau{et College Alumni
Association, and the Colorado Association of the
Deaf. Not only diil he serve as NAD president for
two terms (six years) but also as president of the
Colorado Association of the Deaf which had fallen
into a decline for 16 years before Veditz revived it.

*d.ctr di 6il rl t** lr
r-,----

)e4 lEt*'l,Lo U,hx-,t-t. tutL/a-d
' 4 L , .,prfr,L4 ()r*t *" A*t

'fu,e*# *
k rr-r1.tl-.,
- ft- ,*"-.p* /,le 4^.1, 7, rqr?,

-4+*l- ft^-l*/.a
t.n!r$l:ll*I {)t ItrAH$lItf:Ht }1$dl}il$Il' $rn*OX"$ :uEIiSdShi

{.JNvEYEt}'}HROUCII A'8. \'E[IITI. TO TilE IT;NTII
.I,\\'EXl'ION OF TUE NATIONAI, ASSOCIATTON

Og THB UTA!',
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Deaf-blind pupils Lottie Sullivan and Ralph Wooden

with their teacher, Mrs. G.W. Veditz

Bessie
It would be remiss not to mention his long time
soulmate, his wife, Mary Elizabeth Biegler (Bessie),
not only his constant companion but his helpful
lipreader, one of the best. She was a teacher at the
Colorado School for the Deaf and Blind for 50 years
and was considered one of the greatest teachers of
the deaf. She was asked to teach a deaf and blind
girl, Lottie Sullivan and a deaf and blind boy. The
girl made such splendid progress that she and her
teacher were taken to the World's F'air in St. Louis
in rgog for a demonstration. Lottie Sullivan was
referred to as "The Helen Keller of Colorado."

Bessie's roots go way back where her family
played important roles in the history of state and
nation. Two of her great-great-grandfathers were
officers in the American Revolution. One was pre-
sented with a sword by general George Washington
for meritorious service. Her great grandmother,
Elizabeth Bigler, one of the few survivors of the
Wyoming Valley Massacre, could boast what no
other American mother (other than Barbara
Bush) has been able to say- that two of her sons
were serving simultaneously as governors of two
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states, William Bigler of Pennsylvania and John
Bigler, California's first elected governor. Bessie
was widely known throughout the states and in
t94.7 she was accorded many honors at a conven-
tion of the Colorado Association of the Deaf.11

Multiple Skills and lnterests
To get back to George W. Veditz, Garretson wrote:

ttSuccess in so many divergent interests makes one
wonder that he could excel in any one of them at
all. Had his insatiable curiosity not made him so

versatile and had he not generated his energies into so
manifold fields, I think it is quite possible he would
have attained national or even global prominence if
he had selected one certain avocation and given it all
the genius and consummate thought that was his." 12

On the educational front, his firebrand approach
to sham and hypocrisy frequently got him in hot
water and "created strained relations among
those educators whose convictions were shaped by
policy rather than by firm personal opinion..."15

On March rzl Lg1Z, Veditz died, hated and feared
by many. His death brought double-column notices
in Colorado newspapers and in both the New York
Times arad Herald Tiibune. Only then did tributes
come pouring in as those in the know realized that
he carried the mantle of proactivity to do what he,
guided by unflinching principles, thought was best
for his people, the deaf people. "Time has revealed
a man of sincere qualitS in many ways a martyr to
the combined system of instruction, and, certainly
one of the greatest proofs of its practicality."la In
fact, if alive today he would be an icon in the field of
deafness, an outspoken paragon of self-empowerment.

Garretson felt that the following lines of John
Bannister Tab aptly reflected the Veditz legend, thus:

Their noonday neuer knows
What names immortal are:
'Tis night alone that shows
How star surpasseth star.
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Addendum: Alexander Graham Bell
One cannot help but notice the tensions and contro-
versies the NAD presidents faced caused by one of
the most famous personages of their time, Alexander
Graham Bell, inventor of the telephone. Like a dark
shadow, he loomed over deaf people in a doomsday
scenario which caused Veditz to describe Bell as

"the most to be feared enemy of the American deaf."
Why such a harsh epithet? It goes to the heart of the
communication vortex in which deaf people swirled.
The deaf people in opposition to Bell were mostly
deafened in childhood or early adulthood and most of
them had their speech intact. Bell, as a hearing man,
was fully aware, but chose to ignore the fact that the
communication process involves both the expressive
and recepti r" purts. It was the receptive pari- the
amorphous lipreading part- that threatened the
communication certainty that deaf people craved.
Sign language gave them this certainty but, to them,
the influential Bell threatened the very existence of
their beloved sign language.

This was not the only threat since Bell also
tried in all of his influence, power and monetary
expenditures to forestall any intermarriage between
deaf people- to initiate what some call a form of

tteugenicsr" the science of improving the human race
by a careful selection of the parents.

Ironically his mother, Eliza Grace Bell, was hard
of hearing, tried an ear tube (a primitive hearing
aid), could carry on one-to-one conversation, but her
hearing was so weak that Bell grew up using the
two-handed English manual alphabet to communi-
cate with her in situations when she could not hear
conversation. Mabel Hubbard Bell, his wife, could
not hear at all.15

Bell attempted to teach articulation by means of a
system his father invented called "Visible Speech". It
was supposed to help deaf and hard of hearing people
understand and to produce the precise mouth shapes
and movements to create perfectly all the sounds of
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all languages. (shades of Cued Speech developed in
the rgTos). He tried this system at the Horace Mann
School in Boston and in private practice, but in the
early stage of his experience he did not believe that
speechreading was effective, and he did not initially
use it with his deaf students. He told his father that
he used either signs or the blackboard or the manual
alphabet. However, paradoxicallp he held to the
confidence that Visible Speech instruction held the
key to intelligible speech for all deaf peoplerls staging
exhibitions to prove it, selecting special students to
perform. This type of lipreading and speech skills
exhibition with gifted or highly skilled deaf or hard
of hearing students went on in schools for the deaf
throughout America for decades to come in order to
justify the use of the oral method and show it could
be effective. Of course, there were some success
stories, but it proved to be the bane of the masses of
other deaf students who did not fit into this category.
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